TEMA'S DATA LAB

& THE HUB FOR DIGITAL WELFARE

invite you to a

#WORKSHOP SESSION:

BEYOND ACADEMIC PUBLICS: COLLABORATING WITH CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS IN RESEARCH AND COMMUNICATION

chaired by Anne Kaun, Södertörn University, Julia Velkova and Maria Eidenskog, TEMA-T

How to engage cultural institutions in our research and our communication about it? This workshop gathers researchers who have actively engaged with cultural institutions to co-produce and/or disseminate knowledge. We share different experiences and jointly explore possibilities, challenges and future avenues ahead. Join the session if you are interested, regardless of your previous experience in collaborating with publics beyond academia. We aim to create a space for open and creative thinking that inspires ongoing and future projects and collaborations.

with contributions by

Maria Arnelid, TEMA G
Amanda Lagerkvist, Uppsala University
Dominika Lisy, TEMA G
Marko Marila, TEMA T
Anna Storm, TEMA T
Jenny Sjöholm, TEMA T

Place: DigiMaker at Studenthuset, floor 5
Time: 9:30 - 12:00 with coffee and lunch
Date: 15 March 2023

NO REGISTRATION REQUIRED BUT IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT YOU WILL COME, PLEASE DROP A LINE TO JULIA.VELKova@LIU.SE SO WE KNOW HOW MUCH COFFEE TO PLAN FOR!